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Education became more polite than political. A civilized man was one who was
conversant with the knowledge of past civilizations, not educated to cope with the
deepest crises of his own civilization.
In practice, the Romans did not listen to Cicero's plea for a broad humane
education dedicated to public life. They preferred the technical study of rhetoric-or
at least the teachers of rhetoric did-as a means of training for law or bureaucratic
administration. They followed not his preachments in the De Oratore, but rather they
made a textbook out of the techniques he set forth in his De Inventions, written as
schoolboy notes to aid his own study of rhetoric as a youth.
In early imperial times the most important treatise on education was written by
Quintilian who followed in the footsteps of Isocrates and Cicero. In the preface to his
Institutio Oratoria (The Schooling of the Orator) Quintilian gave a general picure of
the character of the orator who must be not merely an accomplished speaker but a
well-rounded man of affairs. The orator's role of leadership in the formulation of
public policy should be based upon a broad background of knowledge and sound
character. The line of argument from Isocrates through Cicero to Quintilian is clear
and distinct: the goal of education for the orator is the formation of a governing class
whose role as citizens and managers of public affairs is based upon the finely tuned
practical judgments required for the executive, legislative, and judicial functions of a
complex civilization. All education from the elementary school forward must there-
fore be policy-oriented as well as intellectually-oriented.17
In Book I of the Institutio Quintilian described the kind of education that
should be given to children prior to the study of rhetoric itself; in this respect his
treatise put considerable emphasis upon the educational method and procedures
appropriate to the elementary school child. Although he felt somewhat apologetic
about dealing with the education of small children, Quintilian stoutly maintained its
importance in the total development of the man of public affairs. Quintilian stressed
the fact that boys differ in their individual capacities and that teachers should take
account of these individual differences.
The good teacher will ascertain the disposition and abilities of his pupils so as to
adapt his methods to each individual. Play, games, and amusements should be used for
relaxation and increased efficiency as well as to stimulate interest through competition
and rewards, rather than through corporal punishment. Quintilian believed that in-
struction in reading and writing can be given to very young children, especially if it can
be made pleasurable. In learning to read, the Roman child should start with Greek
first, on the theory that he would learn his native Latin anyway; since Greek was the
linguistic foundation for Latin, it was only natural to learn Greek first. Quintilian set a
pattern in this respect that generations of educators in following centuries would use
to support their arguments for study of a foreign language as the best way to learn
one's own language.
Quintilian insisted that "public" education in the school of the litterator was
much to be preferred to private education at home with a tutor. He stressed the values
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